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Webb Space Telescope travel through 
the final frontier. At the time, the ob-
servatory was about 340,000 miles 

(550,000 kilometers) from Earth, 
Masi wrote.

The James Webb Space Telescope 
will not be in orbit around 

the Earth, like the Hubble 
Space Telescope is - it 
will actually orbit the 
Sun, 1.5 million kilo-
meters (1 million miles) 

away from 
the Earth 

at what 
is called 

the 
sec-
ond 
La-

grange point 
or L2.

NASA on JWST launch. NASA chief Bill 
Nelson called today’s successful launch 
of the James Webb Space Telescope a 
“good day for Earth” as NASA and its 
partners celebrate the successful begin-
ning of a $10 billion mission.

It will take Webb approximately 30 days 
from its launch date of Dec. 25 to reach 
its final destination, L2, or the Earth-sun 
Lagrange point 2, a gravitationally sta-
ble point in space about a million miles 
(1.5 million kilometers) from Earth.

The analysis shows that less propellant 
than originally planned for is needed to 
correct Webb’s trajectory toward its final 
orbit around the second Lagrange point 
known as L2, a point of gravitational bal-
ance on the far side of Earth away from 
the Sun.

It’ll take about five more months to pre-
cisely align the 18 segments that com-
prise the telescope’s 21.3-foot-wide (6.5 
m) primary mirror and calibrate its four 
scientific instruments. Regular science 
operations are expected to begin in late 
June or early July 2022.

The Webb blasted off Christmas morn-
ing from the European Space Agency’s 
spaceport in Kourou, French Guiana, on 
South America’s northeast coast, and 
early reports from NASA suggest the 
mission is going swimmingly.

Billions over budget and years behind 
schedule, the James Webb Space Tele-
scope finally got off the ground Christ-
mas Day, rocketing up from the Euro-
pean Space Agency’s launch site in 
Kourou, French Guiana, at 7:20 a.m. EST 
atop an Ariane 5 rocket.

The James Webb Space Telescope is a space telescope developed by 
NASA with contributions from the European Space Agency, and 
the Canadian Space Agency. The telescope is named after 
James E. Webb, who was the administrator of NASA from 

1961 to 1968 and played an integral role in the Apollo pro-
gram. 

Often billed as a successor to the agency’s iconic Hubble Space 
Telescope, Webb (also known as JWST) is designed to focus on 
infrared light, giving astronomers a look at the earliest days of the uni-
verse. For comparison, the Hubble Space Telescope has lasted more than 30 
years.

Initially, JWST was projected to be operational for 5 to 10 years, 
but NASA’s latest analysis released today found that the tele-
scope will likely have enough propellant to support scien-
tific operations for even longer.

The Webb telescope was designed to probe a crucial 
stretch of early cosmic history known to astronomers 
as the dark ages. ... The telescope will also help 
astronomers better study supermassive black holes 
at the center of galaxies, and planets orbiting other 
stars in our galaxy.

The device is able to detect light from the mid-infra-
red region of the electromagnetic spectrum- unseen 
to the eye- and can reveal faint galaxies, stars in formation as 
well as planets orbiting other stars, known as exoplanets.

With a mirror almost three times wider, JWST will be able to see objects almost nine 
times fainter than Hubble, allowing us to peer even further into space.

Watch as the most powerful space telescope ever built drifts ever farther from Earth. 
Thanks to images from a robotic Earth telescope, you can now watch NASA’s James 

The most exciting chapter in 
space science: the James Webb 
Telescope

Prathiksha Jain- 9A
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More about Metaverse:

The metaverse is a proposed expansion 
to existing internet technologies. Poten-
tial
Access points for metaverse include 
general- purpose computers and smart-
phones 
In addition to augmented reality (AR),-
mixed reality,virtual reality (VR) and 
virtual 
World technologies. Business and com-
mercial interest in metaverse - related 
research and technology include Face-
book, which bought the VR company 
Oculus in 2014, and has announced 
it’s plans to build a 3-D social space to 
connect varying services. A common 
dependence on VR technology places 
limitations on metaverse development 
and wide - scale adoption.Limitations 
stemming from the balance 
Between cost and design 
include the lack 
of high - quality 
graphics and a 
lack of 
Mobility.Light-
weight wireless 
headsets lack im-
age quality,which 
is optimised for 
Bulky,wired VR goggle 
systems. 

Technical standards:

Common standards,interfaces,and com-
munication protocols among virtual envi-
ronments are in development.Collabora-
tions and working groups are attempting 
to create standards and protocols to 

support interoperability between virtual 
environments

How can the metaverse change the 
world ?

If you ask 10 different people you are 
gonna get 10 different answers. Like if 
30 years ago if you had asked someone 
what the internet was, right? Because 
we are at a very exciting time in the 
metaverse where it’s starting to unfold. 
A very simple way to think about the 
metaverse is a future internet 3D immer-
sive. So today we see the internet with 
text, images, videos, audio. Well the 
next media type is full, immersive 3D, just 
like video games. Today you can access 

the internet from your 
phone, laptop, or 

tablet. With the 
metaverse you 

will be able 
to access it 
from a full 
virtual reali-
ty right? So 
through 

your 
eyes 

and you look 
around and you 

are fully inside of 
it. So like the glasses you are wearing 

will be able to overlay virtual information 
on the physical world. And you will be 
able to access it from the game console 
or a computer like we do today. So folks 
look at something like Minecraft and 
think,”that’s a game” Well it’s a future 
platform for a lot more than a game, 
such as these concerts.

What is Metaverse?

The name itself is said to have 
coined by sci-fi author Neal 
Stephenson in 1992
 In the novel Snow Crash.
The Metaverse is an 
expansive network of 
persistent real - time ren-
dered 3D. Worlds and 
simulations that support 
continuity of identity,ob-
ject, history, payment and 
entitlements,and can be 
experienced synchronously by 
an effectively unlimited number of 
users,each with an individual sense of presence. You can think of the Metaverse as a 
fanciful alternative to our physical world. Donning a virtual reality (VR) headset will 
give you access to virtual relationship,virtual commerce and virtual construction - all 
freed from the bonds of earthly physics. In the metaverse,you will be able to create 
your virtual avatars who can stand next to skrillex on stage as he deejays a virtual 
EDM festival. Construction- all freed from the greatest designers ,then head over to 
the virtual airport and learn to fly a jet fighter or maybe you will want to give your 
avatar a cushy home in, say, a curved skyscraper that a in real life could never with-
stand the rigors of gravity .  

The 1s and 0s of it all:

People sometimes refer to the metaverse as web 3.0. That moniker brings the lofty
Promises of the metaverse back down to reality.And rightly so. For all its fanciful 
promises of a digital utopia , the metaverse will be powered by the same servers 
and networks that deliver the internet to us today. The first crop of meta-gear is al-
ready among us. Meta’s Oculus platform is already pumping out millions of VR gog-
gles, controllers and other peripherals. 

The amazing world of Meta: The 
future of humanity?

Piyanshi Jain- 9A8 9The Aklavyan Chronicles



With Climate Change rising at mind blowing rates, to not go through an 
inevitable doomsday, immediate action is requisite. It is one of those 
“Humanity will go ‘poof’ if not taken care of” problems and it can’t 
be taken simply. Only if we come together and stand up against CO2 

Emissions, Deforestation, Waste Dumping and a lot more things like that, we can 
avoid the dire consequences. To work towards stopping climate change, we first 
have to promote awareness; Making people understand the importance of this issue.  
There are still people in the world that don’t believe that Global Warming or Polar 
Ice cap melting or Ocean acidification is real. It cannot be possible to stop climate 
change if there still are people like that. 

But the good news is, with social media becoming widespread across the world, 
it is easier to convey information from one person to another. YouTube is one of 
those huge social media platforms where people create quality content for the 
viewers to enjoy. As YouTubers grow in their field, they attain a sort of ‘celebrity’ 
position. People who don’t even use social media might know who PewDiePie or 
Dude Perfect or Mark Rober. One of the YouTubers like them is MrBeast.

Mr Beast:

James Steven Donaldson, better known as ‘MrBeast’ is a viral ce-
lebrity philanthropist, businessman and youtuber who is famous 
for breaking the ‘YouTube Algorithm’ as he has the wild spread 
of his contents .

Mark Rober:

 Mark B. Rober is an American YouTuber, engineer, and 
inventor. He is known for his YouTube videos on popu-
lar science and do-it-yourself gadgets. Before YouTube, 
Rober was an engineer with NASA for nine years 
where he spent seven of those years working on the 
Curiosity rover at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
He later worked for four years at Apple Inc. as a 
product designer in their Special Projects Group. 

The #TeamSeas movement raises 
more than 25 Million

Jai Nahar- 9A

The thought of TeamSeas
The preceding fundraiser, Team Trees, was started on October 25, 2019, by 
MrBeast and Mark Rober. They set out to raise 20 million dollars, which they 
achieved. As of the start date of Team Seas, donations are still able to be made on 
the Team Trees website and planting progress is updated there.

Team Seas:

On October 29, 2021, Mr beast and Mark Rober organized another collabora-
tive challenge event on YouTube titled #TeamSeas. The goal of this project was to 

raise $30 million for the Ocean Conservancy and The Ocean Cleanup by 
January 1, 2022. The $30 million goal would fund the removal of 30 

million pounds of plastic and other waste from oceans, rivers and 
beaches. Donaldson and Rober enlisted thousands of content cre-
ators, including AzzyLand, DanTDM, TommyInnit, LinusTechTips, 
TierZoo, LEMMiNO, The Infographics Show, Hannah Stocking, 
Dhar Mann and Marques Brownlee, as well as partnering with 

BEN and TubeBuddy’s initiative of 8 million global creators, to pro-
mote the fundraiser.

As of January 1, 2022, they have received 30 million dollars which 
equates to 30 million pounds of trash being removed. Which was 
the goal amount to be removed .

10 11The Aklavyan Chronicles



Exam phobia is the fear of examinations and it is very common among stu-
dents of all age groups these days. Some students develop exam phobia and 
struggle to overcome it. This might push them towards anxiety and even de-
pression in some cases. Examination fear among the students can be an ex-
traordinary obstacle for their scholastic achievement. It is critical to acknowl-

edge on time that you have built up fear from something and conquer your fear at 
the perfect time before it ruins an important chance of your life. With our important 
2nd Term exams coming up, this can substantially affect us, making us score poor in 
the tests.

 Usually, Exam Phobia is caused because of the fear of scoring poorly in your 
tests or exams, Fear of letting down parents, Giving too much importance and val-
ue to single tests and assignments, Using grades as an impression of self-esteem, 
Having no confidence or negative self-talk and some more. Students struggling with 
exam phobia tend to suffer from lower self-esteem and anxiety that 
needs to be treated. This might harm the mental health of the 
teens, therefore is very important to come over this phobia. 
There are a lot of ways to get over exam fear.

 It is important to first calm down and relax your mind 
by taking deep breaths to release pressure from the mind. 
Now, with a clear and stress-free mind note down your plan 
of action. You need to plan your schedule to study properly 
before your exams so that there is time for revision sessions as 
well. Having a proper schedule will also allow the student to take 
breaks in between the studying session to avoid stress and to utilize time.

 Consistently reading for long periods can make your mind and body stressed 
and exhausted which at last puts fear into your mind. Your mind won’t have the op-
tion to get a grip on any more information and this will add to your phobia. Along 
these points, break up your examination timetable to break the pattern and do some 
mind relaxing and recreational exercises like singing, dancing, viewing your favour-
ite T.V. program, calling and visiting with your friends, having snacks, and so on This 
way your brain will get revived and energized, and gets prepared to incorporate in 
more information.

Exam Phobia: What can we do 
about it?

 Meditation is an incredible way to reduce pressure! Doing it daily can do won-
ders! It will carry calmness and discipline to your mind and body! In case that you 
don’t enjoy meditation, you may do different stress releasing exercises. Seeking after 
your leisure activity is a decent
alternative. Commit some time day by day towards pressure busting exercises. All 
through the test planning stage, it is essential to remain 
positive. Accept that you’ll do well in the test. Positive 
considerations are known to keep pessimism and stress 
under control. Try not to let others demotivate you. Put 
stock in yourself, follow the tips referenced above, and 
remain positive. 

All the best! We believe in you!

Prathiksha Jain- 9A
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Our school has always believed in practical and overall learn-
ing in every field possible. We synergize with both life skills 
and studies, like we had SPIC MACAY events, MUNs, 
Indo-French exchange, 3d printing camps, interschool de-
bate competitions, KRIYA, Divya drishti and a lot more.

Many of us generally have an ambition to become a 
world class businessman or a successful entrepreneur, but 
no one knows how to reach there, I was one of them. To 
improvise that we had a JAI HO junior entrepreneurship 
program. This was a great opportunity to learn something differ-
ent and practical which are usually not a part of our syllabus.

We had 6 sessions, each giving us a simple yet an innovative 
learning. The biggest thing we learnt here was, we could differentiate between an 
employee and an entrepreneur. Those simple principles and the characteristics need-
ed to be indulged in an effective entrepreneur were taught to us in a very easy and 
entertaining manner which could be adapted very easily and be put to use.

We usually think to sell something innovative which can benefit others, but the ques-
tion arises “What?” and “How?” and they gave a simple acronym to help us -DIS-
RUPT, which doesn’t stay “simple” when you derive it and put them to use. I couldn’t 
believe such big tasks could be done so easily. And having a “me” session in all of 
these turned out very beneficial as we could mirror ourself and know who we are 
and where should we improve ourselves.
Each session was interesting, like once we played a game called “Zip-Zap-Zoom”, 
in which we were in a miniature buisness world. It felt like we were running an actu-
al business where there were scams, loss, legal issues and bargaining. That just felt 
awesome!

Personally, for me, these sessions turned very motivational and inspiring, now I have 
a strong desire to innovate something new which can bring a positive change in 
many lives. I am glad I could join this program and learn something which can bene-
fit me in my future. 

Jai Ho! Entrepreneurship program 
insight

Jeeya- 9B

Winners of the Month

Vedhesh M,
Grade 3,

Gold Medal,
State level Open Silambam Tournament

Raja Kishowre,
Grade 6,
FIDE Ranking,
National Chess Tournament

Kaushik S,
Grade 7,
1st Place,

Cudalore District Chess Tournament
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Here, h is the height of the image and h’ is the height of the object.
Magnification is also equal to the ratio of image distance to the object distance.

m=v*u

As the object is always above the principal axis, the height of 
the object is always positive. But a sign for image height may 
vary according to the type of image formed. The height of virtu-

al images should be taken positive while the height of real images 
should be taken negatively.

 
Uses of Magnification:

A precision magnifier serves the role of a simple magnifier 
but holds multiple elements to erase aberrations and yield a 
sharper image.
A water droplet acts as a simple magnifier that magnifies the 
object behind it. The water forms spherical droplets due to 
the influence of surface tension. When the droplet is in con-
tact with an object, a spherical shape is distorted but capable 
of forming an image.
 
Points to remember:

>The positive magnitude of magnification indicates virtual and 
erect image.

>The negative magnitude of magnification indicates real and invert-
ed image.

Credit: byjus.com

Spherical mirrors are mirrors having curved surfaces that are painted on one 
of their sides. Spherical mirrors in which inward surfaces are painted are 
known as convex mirrors while the mirrors in which outward surfaces are 
painted are known as concave mirrors.
Concave mirrors are also known as converging mirrors since the rays con-

verge after falling on the concave 
mirror while, the convex mirrors 
are known as diverging mirrors as 
the rays diverge after falling on the 
convex mirror.
Let’s learn about formula and mag-
nification produced by spherical mirrors.
Spherical Mirror 
Formula

 
The Mirror formula ex-

plains how object distance (u) and image distance (v) are related to the 
focal length of a spherical mirror. Object distance is the distance of the 
object from the pole of the mirror; denoted by the letter u. Image distance is the 
distance of the image from the pole of the mirror and it is denoted by the letter v. 
And focal length is the distance of the principal focus from the pole of the mirror. 
The expression which gives the relation between these three quantitiesv is called the 
mirror formula which is given as:

1/v + 1/u= 1/f

The mirror formula is applicable for all spherical mirrors for every position of the 
object.

Magnification by Spherical Mirrors:

Magnification is the increase in the image size produced by spherical mir-
rors with respect to the object size. It is the ratio of the height of the image to the 
height of the object and is denoted as m. The magnification, m produced by a spheri-
cal mirror can be expressed as:

m=h*h

Spherical Mirror Formula: How 
and When to use it?
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whilst also not destroying the planet. This 
is a very important concept. It promotes 
ideas that fulfill the need of all the major 
three dimensions of industrialization; the 
Economy, Environment and Society. For 
example, ‘Solar Energy’, a concept for 
sustainable development, fulfills all those 
three dimensions; Providing electricity 
for the society, running the economy and 
decreasing the burning of fossil fuels. As 
obvious as it is, sustainable development 
is requisite for the survival of our species.

So now that our 
goals are 
clear, what 
are we 
going to 
do about 
them? 
How 
are we 
going to 
work to-
wards them? 
These are the 
questions that are 
being discussed at a big hall somewhere 
in the UK. The United Nations Climate 
Change Conference, also known as COP 
(Conference of the Parties) 26 was held 
by the UNFCCC (United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change). It 
happened at the SEC Centre in Glasgow, 
Scotland from the 31st of October to the 
13th of November. In this event, Political 
Leaders and Environmentalists from 197 
countries all around the world met up 
and discussedn their ideas on Climate 
Change and how to tackle it through the 
methods of sustainable development.

And a lot more. As mentioned earlier, 
the process of Industrialization is the 
biggest contributor to global warming; 
Electricity is generated by burning fuel, 
Smoke and other toxic gases are emitted 
as a by-product, trees are chopped down 
for raw materials, waste substances are 
dumped in land-dumps and oceans, and 

a lot more. Why do we still have 
industries, even if they clearly 

are destroying the planet? 
The answer is simple; 

Rate of Industrializa-
tion = Rate of Devel-
opment. 

 Development can’t just 
have a simple ‘on/off’ 

switch. It is tremendously 
important for us humans 

to evolve as a whole. If all 
sorts of development stopped 

for a whole day, there would be 
so much chaos that entire govern-

ments could crumble; Hospitals would 
go down, Stock markets would crash, 
People would lose their livelihood, not 
knowing the important news. Basically, 
everything important we have done for 
centuries will be gone, and that’s bad.  
But at this rate of Climate Change, if we 
would like to not have those consequenc-

es, whilst also developing and pro-
tecting the environment, we need to 

find a ‘Sustainable Method of Devel-
opment’.

 “Sustainable development is de-
velopment that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own 
needs.” Basically, developing technology 

Humanity, ever since the realization of the fact that we can build stuff, has 
developed far more than it has for the last 4 billion years. Science and 
Technology has evolved at a mind-blowing pace, going through the ‘dis-
covery of gravity’ to ‘Macbook Pro 2021’ in just 400 years. Though 
this extremely rapid advancement in technology has jump-start-

ed multiple generations of humans in an infinite number of ways, improv-
ing the lives of countless people, we have to also acknowledge all 
the destruction industrialization at this level can do to the environment. 
Deforestation, burning coal and oil, dumping toxic waste, emitting green-
house gases; Mostly every single process required to make a product and deliv-
er it to the consumer affects the environment in a huge amount. 

Global Warming is one of those deadly effects to the environment. Basically, 
Global Warming is the extensive heating of the planet, due to the trapping of 
heat energy from the sun; the planet is becoming a large sized oven. Due to a 
large number of factors, the rate of global warming is increasing substantially. 
The major ones are:
 >Burning fossil fuels
 >Emission of greenhouse gases
 >Deforestation
 >Dumping of Waste

With so many factors contributing to global warming, the rate of climate 
change is accelerating at a fatal speed. Statistics show that the temperature 
of the atmosphere has increased 1.18 degrees Celsius, just in the last 100 
years, right around the beginning of industrialization. Though you might think 

that is a very small amount, it has life-threatening consequences, 
like:
 >Warming Oceans
 >Shrinking Ice Sheets
 >Glacial Retreats

 >Decreased Snow Cover
 >Rise in Sea Level
 >Extreme Weather Events
>Ocean Acidification

What is COP26? Why is it 
important?
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Hilarious Dad Jokes to tickle 
your ribs!

1. Why do bees have sticky hair? Because they use a honeycomb.

2. I asked my dog what is 2-2 he said nothing

3. Leopards can’t hide because they are spotted everywhere

4. The bicycles can’t stand on its one because 
they are two-tired

5. What do you call a person who stares you for 
a long time? A watchman

6. How many tickles does it take to make an octopus laugh?
10 tickles.

7. Why are spiders so smart? They can find everything on 
the web.

8. What does a cow use to do math?
A cow-culator.

9. What would bears be without the letter B? Ears.

10. What do you get if you cross an angry sheep with a moody cow?
An animal that’s in a baaaaaaaaad moooooooood.

Om Prakash- 9B

 On November 13th, the last day, the ‘Glasgow Climate Change Pact’ was formed. 
This pact, signed by every one of those 197 countries, substantiates the ‘Paris Agree-
ment’, another pact formed in 2015 at COP 21, stating “Reaffirms the Paris Agree-
ment temperature goal of holding the increase in the global average temperature to 
well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the tempera-
ture increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels” and “Recognizes that limiting 
global warming to 1.5 °C requires rapid, deep and sustained reductions in global 
greenhouse gas emissions, including reducing global carbon dioxide emissions by 45 
per cent by 2030 relative to the 2010 level and to net zero around mid century, as 
well as deep reductions in other greenhouse gases; However, achieving the target 
is not ensured, as with existing pledges the emissions in the year 2030 will be 14% 
higher than in 2010” Over that,
 >About 140 countries have pledged to reach net-zero emissions.
 >More than 100 countries pledged to reverse deforestation by 2030.
 >Over 40 pledged to move away from coal.
 >India has promised to draw half of its 
energy requirement from renewable sourc-
es by 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality 
by 2070

 Climate Change and Glob-
al Warming are not things that 
can be taken simply. The surviv-
al of our species depends on 
it. Though our plan for climate 
change is very clear, it can 
never work without the full 
support of us, civilians. 
Maybe, use your cycle in-
stead of your bike or, save 
electricity by turning off just 
one light or, switch to solar 
energy, or don’t throw away 
food, or reuse and recycle plas-
tic items or even plant a tree. Ev-
ery small thing you can do to stop 
global warming matters, every 
single step, though however small it is, 
contributes to making this world a better 
place for us and a lot more generations to 
come. 

Srivathsan Gopi- 9B
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What is Shambala? What 
is it’s point?

a deeper understanding of our physical, 
emotional, mental, and spiritual bodies 
and connection to our Soul Athma.

We are happy to introduce ourselves that 
we house The Top Quality Schools and 
Colleges in Pondicherry, Tamil Nadu, 
Kerala and Andhra Pradesh.

Shambala in Achariya, brings people 
together of all ages and all areas of life 
who are interested in exploring their 
minds, transforming experience and 
awakening potentials for enlightened 
society.
We nurture our students to be the life-
long learners in intercultural understand-
ing, technology, creation, co-creation, 
collaboration and an active engagement 
in community service, to become the 
proud citizens of India to contribute and 
make a difference to their generation.

We Enrich and Empower our students 
to be Physically healthy... Mentally 
Strong... Intellectually sharp... Emotion-
ally balanced... and Spiritually aligned... 
to Achariya culture.

Credit: happyshambhala.com

Shambala in Achariya, brings People together of 
all ages and all areas of life who are interested 
in exploring their our own minds, transforming 
experience, and awakening our potentials for 

enlightened society.

The inner search and the spiritual path are the ba-
sic requirements in order to bring transformation in 
the behavior of mankind. One can choose a path 
towards oneness by awakening or expanding his/her 
consciousness.

Activate swirling of energy through our Chakras, emerging 
and connecting to the movement of Celestial bodies in the 
cosmos and the spiraling journey of planet Earth as it 
travels through the Universe.

The inner search and the spiritual path are the ba-
sic requirements in order to bring transformation 
in the behavior of mankind. One can choose a 
path towards oneness by awakening or ex-
panding his/her consciousness with Golden 
spiral meditation.

The human is a wonderful being, evolved 
through millions of forms and intrinsically endowed 
with tremendous qualities and infinite potentials. The 
physical body is fantastically sophisticated, with the capability of a vast spectrum of 
energy and action. At the same time, within each of us, the characters of the past, 
unconscious deeds also gets accumulated and preserved intact. Every one of us has 
developed attachments and desire to material, wealth, name, fame and power.

Shambala meditation is a key to open ourselves for expansion of consciousness, 
healing, inner revelations, insights, creative inspirations , opening of the heart and 
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ACROSS:

2. Snape’s first name
4. Harry’s god father
5. Dumbledore’s third name
6. The footbal of the magical world
8. Draco’s mother’s name
9. McGonagall’s Quidditch team
10. Dumbledore’s wand
14. The holiday Harry’s parents were 
killed
15. Hermoine’s Patronus charm

DOWN:

1. Worth 150 points in a match of Quid-
ditch
3. He is afraid of the moon
7. Voldemort’s original name
11. A heroic house elf
12. Creepy crying plants
13. Ginny and Ron Weasley’s mom

The Ultimate Harry Potter 
Crossword

Some of the most hardest crime 
mysteries!

1. Andy is put in a cell with a dirt floor and only one window. The window is too 
high for him to reach. The only thing in the cell is a shovel. He won’t be able 
to get any food or water and only has two days to escape or he’ll die. Andy 
can’t dig a tunnel because it will take him much longer than two days to do 
it. How will Andy escape from the cell?

2. Juliet met a handsome guy to which 
she fell in love in the funeral of her 
mom. After few weeks her father 
also died and in her father’s funeral 
she again sees the unknown hand-
some man. She was busy in funeral so 
she couldn’t ask about him. She asked all 

the people present in the funeral about that unknown handsome man 
but unfortunately nobody knew him. After few weeks Juliet’s sister 
gets killed. Who is the killer? Why did they do it?

3. A psycho kidnapper who likes to play the game of death, kid-
naps random people from the road and gives them 2 

pills. He said one of them is poisonous and one of them 
is harmless. He brought 2 glasses of water and gave one to 

the victim. He asked the victims to take any of them of 
their choice. After victim chooses their pill, first the kid-

napper takes the pill and doesn’t die but the victim always 
dies. Why and how?

P.S: The answers will be posted in the next edition but if you have thoeries, give them to Om 
Prakash from 9B.
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Art Corner

Jeeya,
Grade 9

Jeeya,
Grade 9

Maiyurika,
Grade 8

Deepshika,
Grade 8

Apoorva,
Grade 8
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Kids Corner: Poem- All My Great 

I started on my homework
but my pen ran out of ink.
My hamster ate my homework.
My computer’s on the blink.

I accidentally dropped it
in the soup my mom was cooking.
My brother flushed it down the 
toilet
when I wasn’t looking.

My mother ran my homework
through the washer and the dryer.
An airplane crashed into our house.
My homework caught on fire.

Tornadoes blew my notes away.
Volcanoes struck our town.
My notes were taken hostage
by an evil killer clown.

Some aliens abducted me.
I had a shark attack.
A pirate swiped my homework
and refused to give it back.

I worked on these excuses
so darned long my teacher said,
“I think you’ll find it’s easier
to do the work instead.”

Kenn Nesbitt

Have you ever thought of what it would 
be like to live on a mountain? All alone 
? Well, this story is just for you, I want 
to start by saying how beautiful the 

entire story is. It is an amazing novel by Jean 
Craighead George. The story is fascinating on 
so many levels and it was fun reading the book. 
Will Sam Gribley and Frightful survive the moun-
tain ? or will they get caught by the New York 
Times ? The story is about Sam Gribley and his 
pet hawk Frightful. Sam is armed with just the 

bare necessities- a penknife, a ball of cord, some 
flint and steel, and the clothes on his back- he runs away to the mountains. There, 
Sam must rely on his own ingenuity and the resources of the outdoors to survive and 
he discovers a side of himself that he never knew existed. 

Sam figures out how to make spark using flint and steel and also learns how to fish 
and makes a tent in the wilderness and finds dead skin of deer and uses them as 
coats. Can you Survive the Catskills Mountain ? or would you prefer getting caught 
by News reporters ?

My Favorite part of the story is when Sam wanted to collect some fish from the lake, 
i loved this part because he would make jokes about him saying that “If i were a 
bear, i would easily catch the fish” and then he drew a picture of him as a bear

As much as I would love to spoil the story for you, I would suggest you experience 
the story yourself mate. Read this book as it is one of the top selling books in the 
world. With all that being said, this was one good book to read and I think you 
should try it as well, have a great year. Bye for now! 

Book Review: My side of the 
Mountain

Sriniketan- 8B

Excuses
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Principal’s NLP Corner- Map is 

This person had joined as my driver recently.  I was so used to my old driver, 
that it took time for me to feel comfortable with this new person.  While my 
old driver was jovial,  this new person was a no nonsense person and he did 
not speak much. He did not understand humor according to me and he would 

answer in mono syllables.

My old driver would turn up - rain, hail or storm and I was not sure about this per-
son.  It was raining and the government had declared a holiday for schools. I had 
work to be completed that had to be submitted to the department and the council 
and that had to be done only in school as all the data was in the hard disk of my 
desktop and I need the help and support of my admin officer. My previous driver 
would have called me to ask if I had plans of going to school while there was si-
lence from this driver. I started fretting and I called him up and lo! The phone was 
switched off. I tried several times but still the phone remained switched off. I said to 
myself, “Most unreliable fellow! He has conveniently switched off the phone! Why 
doesn’t he inform me if he is not coming? I would have definitely made some other 
arrangement. I miss Mani so much!” I rattled under my breathe as the thought of the 
switched off phone made me angrier by the moment. The rain had intensified then. 
I decided that I will have to brave the rains and drive myself. It was 8.45.a.m. and 
having packed my lunch, I wore my slippers and took the car key off the key hold-
er and was about to open the door, when the doorbell rang. I opened it and there 
stood my new driver all drenched in rain, shivering. Immediately my mood changed 
from irritation to concern. I asked him to come in but he refused. I went in and quick-
ly packed track pants and a T-shirt of my sons in a bag, snatched a couple of soup 
packets from my kitchen counter and went down. He had not parked outside but had 
taken care to bring the car into the car parking space. As I got down, I could feel 
the shiver in his body as he opened the door for me.

Then, while driving to the school, my paradigm about this person changed com-
pletely. As I struck a conversation with him on the weather and how heavily it was 
raining, he slowly opened up. He told me that there was no current in his area for 
the past 3 days ever since the rain had started and that his house was in a low ly-
ing area and the whole house was inundated and so were the streets. Water had 
got into the silencer of his bike and he was not able to start the bike. He had wad-
ed through water for almost 2 to 3 kms, taken the first available bus, got down on 

not the territory

the main road to the school and walked 
another 1.5 kms to fetch the car. All that 
drenched in rain!! He somehow had this 
feeling that I would have to go to school 
as I had told him that weekend that there 
was some council work to be done on 
Monday. When I heard what he was nar-
rating, I felt small and he rose as a hero 
in my eyes. What are my challenges in 
front of his challenges? What is my ded-
ication in comparison to his dedication? 
How quick was I to jump into conclusions 
about him in the morning when his phone 
was switched off? Where was my judge-
ment of this person coming from? What 
made me presume that he was trying to 
evade work?

There were a lot of questions that 
emerged in my mind. This person was 
not one without stories. He chooses to 
share when he chooses to. He keeps to 
his work and that need not mean that he 
is not friendly. I do not know his previous 
experiences. I do not know the belief 
and the values he holds. Was I not judg-
ing him all this while with the available 
map that was evident to me?
“I am sorry” - I blurted out suddenly. 
He looked at me in the rear mirror and 
asked, “ethikku maam” (why ma’am). 
My ego stopped me from sharing my 
thoughts. I only smiled at him. I got down 
at the school, called him inside and 
asked him to towel himself with the tow-
el I had brought, gave him the clothes 
and asked him to change. I went into 
the common room and made some soup 
and gave it to him to drink. He said, 
“Thanks”. I said, “I have to thank you”, 
(not sharing the lesson he had taught 
me). 

All the while I was thinking how quickly I 
jump into conclusions and think my map 
of a person is his entire persona.
One of the beliefs of excellence in NLP is 
MAP IS NOT THE TERRITORY; How true.

Sugandhi Vishwanathan
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Short Story: The Attic turns into 
an Adventure

Zoe. Would you like a cloth or a duster?” asked Connie. No thanks! I am fine 
with this paint brush, Connie!” replied Zoe. “Wow Connie! You have lot of 
things out here” exclaimed Ruby. “Oh yes Ruby! I keep all my memories 
here,” said Connie. They were all busy cleaning Connie’s attic. There were 

all kinds of notebooks, boxes and furniture etc. Now Ruby saw something different. 
It was a cream coloured fish toy in which there was a paper sticking out. She took 
the paper and saw something written in it. She gathered her friends together, it was 
anagram written on it. Anagram is a game, where there will be jumbled letters and 
player must find it.

The anagram written on the paper was 

 “OG OT ETH KORENB THU NI KONC RESTET”. 

“Fine let’s find it out. I’m so curious”, said Connie. I know the first three words, they 
spell “GO TO THE”, found Zoe. “Very good, Zoe”, appreciated Connie. “Come 
on guys, let’s find this out”, said Ruby. “I know what the next three letters are. They 
spell “BROKEN HUT IN” exclaimed Connie. “Fantabulous Connie” said Zoe. “Does 
the next one spell ONCK? “ asked Ruby. “I guess it’s CONK” said Zoe. “No guys, 
it’s NOCK” said Connie. “And the next one street”, told Ruby. “Fine! We have found 
it. GO TO THE BROKEN HUT IN NOCK STREET”, said Zoe. “Sounds like we are 
going to have an adventure” exclaimed Connie. “Ok. Let go the broken hut”, said 
Ruby. They told their parents and headed off. When they arrived there, they began 
searching for clues. The hut was miserable with holes in the walls. They searched for 
clues like the same message they had found before. Then, Connie saw a large por-
trait on the wall. She went close to it and saw a paper sticking out of it. “Hey friends! 
Look what is here”, she said. Her friends gathered close. They took out the paper 
and it said, “Go to the backyard of this hut and take the note next to the big doll 
toy.“ They went to the backyard and saw a huge wall in front of them with numbers 
in them. They also saw the doll and took the note. It said, “Solve these questions and 
push the blocks accordingly in the wall”. The wall contained the numbers up to 10”.

6 x 2 - 2
2 ÷ 1 x 3
15 - 10 + 1

15 + 1 - 4

They all solved the questions. “the first 
number is 10”, said Connie. They pushed 
number 10. “Second and third are 3, 6”, 
said Zoe. They pushed numbers 3 and 
6. “and the last is 2”, said Ruby. They 
pushed number 2. They saw a pattern 
forming up.

They found paper in number 6, it said, 
“Draw the pattern in the back side of this 
paper.” So they drew the pattern. Then 
to their amazement the landscape of the 
place changed. Instead of broken walls 
and muddy ground they saw golden 
roads and diamond castles. When they 
were enjoying the landscape Connie 
heard a loud, defeaning noise. 

“Wake up, Connie! Or you will be late 
for school. “Then Connie realized that it 
was dream. But it was so marvelous.

Deephshika- 8B
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